
SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAM

Book your activities online 
mtbarneylodge.com.au/calendar

MT BARNEY LODGE

General enquiries 
07 5544 3233 or info@mtbarneylodge.com.au

Come see us at the office for more info.



BEGINNER ROCK CLIMB  ($80PP 10YO+)
For adventure-hungry kids wanting to test their limits, look no further than the
Beginners Rock Climb. Under the guidance of an Outdoor Leader, this challenging
activity will give participants the opportunity to develop their rock-climbing skills in a
real-life scenario. 

ADVANCED ROCK CLIMB  ($80PP 13YO+)
Be challenged on some higher-level climbs on REAL rock faces with grades of up to 18+.
Prior climbing experience is necessary to enjoy and succeed in this activity.

MT GILLIES ABSEIL  ($100PP 13YO+)
Be excited and challenged at our abseil site that has breathtaking views of the
surrounding mountains. 

MT GILLIES ADVENTURE SCRAMBLE ($60PP 10YO+)
Mt Gillies hosts a maze of rocky outcrops that we help you explore to unlock the
hidden secrets of the mountain. We will peer into dark caves, thread through tight
crevices and scramble about on rocky pillars. Kids will have an absolute blast as they
direct the exploration with the help of our experienced guides. Adults can be equally
energetic or appreciate some of the more tranquil elements of the hike – delicate
displays of wildflowers and sublime vistas of the Mt Barney skyline.

MT MAROON - DESCENT VIA ORCHID GULLY AND THE SLABS  ($225 15YO+)
Mt Maroon is one of the Scenic Rim’s most picturesque mountains. At 965m it is a mini
Mt Barney, and is a great option to try before attempting the bigger mountain. The
ascent from Cotswold follows a steep ridge line which allows for sweeping views of the
rhyolite cliffs and the valley below. The descent to Paddies Plain follows a dry slab
creek, which has stunning views and is fun to walk on.

MT BARNEY VIA SE RIDGE ($225PP 15YO+)
For the more fit and adventurous this guided expedition is the ultimate challenge in the
World Heritage-listed Mt Barney National Park. You will explore the SE Ridge to the
1394m East Peak, then descend via Peasants Ridge (South Ridge). Interpretive
information on the plants, animals, history and geology of the area will contribute to
this memorable experience. This walk is both physically and mentally challenging!
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BUSH KIDS 1.5HRS ($25PP, 5-14YO, MIN 4-MAX 15) 
You can’t go wrong with an afternoon spent playing in the creek! Kids will learn how to build
eco-boats from natural materials found in the environment and race their creations head-to-
head, with plenty of games in between.

CONSTRUCT A LANTERN 1.5HRS ($20PP, 5-13YO, MIN 4-MAX 14)
Children will be inspired by the environment around them and will make their own lantern by
using recycled materials. The lanterns can be used to brighten up campsites and can be taken
home as a momento of their Mt Barney Lodge camping trip.

LIGHT YOUR FIRE 1.5HRS ($25PP, 8-14YO, MIN 4-MAX12) 
Nothing says “camping” more than an authentic campfire! Mt Barney Lodge can teach kids
the principles of making a good fire, using a variety of approaches and sourcing natural
firestarters. With no petroleum products or chemicals from matches, you could call it eco-
firelighting!
BUSHTUCKER TRACKER 1.5HRS ($25PP, 8-14YO, MIN 4-MAX 8)
Explore the wildlife tracks and corridors around Mt Barney Lodge in the Bushtucker Tracker
activity these school holidays. Kids will head off-track into nature to learn how to look for
signs of wildlife and what bushtucker foods are safe and tasty to eat.

STEALTH TRACKER 1.5HRS ($25PP, 8-14YO, MIN 4-MAX12)
Learn the art of camouflage and how to move through the bush without a trace or sound in
Mt Barney Lodge’s Stealth Tracker activity. Kids get to practise their stealth skills on the
abundance of wildlife that roam through the campgrounds. 

KIDS NIGHT ADVENTURE 2.5HRS ($35PP, 5-14YO, MIN 6-MAX25)
If star-gazing, damper making and wildlife spotting sound fun to you, then Mt Barney Lodge’s
Kids Night Adventure activity has you covered. This popular adventure gives kids the
opportunity to observe and explore nature at its busiest time of the day - dusk!

FAMILY WATERBUG BLITZ- CITIZEN SCIENCE 1.5hrs (5YO+ WITH PARENT)
$40 per parent/ child team and $10 for each additional team member. Maximum of 4 pax per team. 

Parents can attend with their children and discover how to collect waterbugs with various
tools, learn ID methods, record data and then finally return the waterbugs back to their
home in the creek unharmed. All contribuiting to valubale research data!
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A great school holiday activity – knot being at school! Learn useful knots that you can apply to
your camping adventures and everyday life, then put the new knots into practice building a
survival bivvy using only rope and a tarp.

IT'S KNOT SCHOOL! 1.5HRS ($25PP, 8-14YO, MIN 4-MAX 12)  

WILD PIZZA 2.5HRS ($50PP,11-17YO, MIN 4-MAX15)
Kids will learn to make their own 'camp oven pizza'. Making their pizza dough and choosing
their favourite toppings from a wide range of ingredients available, they will then cook their
pizzas in a camp oven over hot coals.


